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Title of Paper
National Movement in
India:Principal
Evaluation of
Historians

Subject
Marka three categories of
historian namely Imperial,
Nationalist and Marxist
historians on their writings on
different aspects of the Indian
Nationalist movement

Page No.
1-49

De, Amalendu

Muslim League
Politics: Analysis of
some questions.

Principally discusses the
works of Ayesha Jalal and Ian
Talbot on the politics of
Muslim League and demands
of the league.

50-87

Basudevan, H

Some welfare
measures in 19th
Century Russia: some
comments
Chandraketugarh in
the light of Kharasthi
Script

Looks at the health, civil
transportation and the attitude
of local and left Government.

88-98

Analyses the earthenware and
seals containing Khorosthi
Script found to be of Kushan
period for the first time in
eastern India after the findings
at Patna.
Vedas, Puranas, epics to show
the ritual of marriage and the
opinion on these by some
scholars.

99-105

De, Gourisankar

Bhadury,
Chirakishore

Hindu Marriage in the
light of Brahmani
Shastra

106-124

Maity , Pradyot
kumar

Picture of Eduction of
Bengali Women in
medieval Bengali
poems

Looks at the education of
women in medieval Bengali
literature.

125-134

Saha, Prabhat
kumar

Women’s Movement
in the 17th & 18th
Century Bengal

135-141

Basu, Srabani

European Lifestyle in
17th century Bengal
Literature

Shows how the Women are
coming out of domestic and
breaking the regulation of
Raghunandan and social
traditions, most of which were
vaishnavas.
Looks at the
in
contemporary Bengali
literature of the Potuguese and
the priests in Bengal

142-148

Kumudranjan Das

Aniruddha Ray

Anil Das

Kalyan Kumar
Sarkar

Peasant Revolt during
the Reign of
Mahammed Bin
Tughluq
Mughal Towns of
Gujarat in the
of
the French Travel less
of the Second half of
the 17th century
Portuguese Trade in
Bengal

Analyses the writing of
the criticisms against his
writing on measures of Md.
Bin Tughluq
Discusses the concepts of the
French Travel less of the
and then use of different
categories to the identify the
urban areas
Attempts to quantify
Portuguese trade in Bengal in
the background of importation
of silver and issue of coins by
the Mughals
Looks at Change
from non-violence to violence
in the freedom movement and
the culture
of
Gandhiji

Indian Freedom
Movement: From nonviolence to violent
path of the
transformation of
Gandhiji
Sunita
Hooghli District and
Discusses the system Sati in
Bandopadhyay
Rammohan concerning Hooghly district even upto
SatiSystem
1987 in the light of past
History from an event period
in India and the effort of
Rammohan to stop it
Mrinal Kumar Basu Drinking water: West
Discusses the water supply to
Bengal Factories and
different cities and villages
Foreign Government
along with their Limitation
before Independence
Sanhita Chakraborty Frame of Hindu
Tries to emphasize that the
Cultural Influence on
Santals have take Hindu
the Santal culture in
Cultural elements
of
the colonial period
from Islam or Christian
elements since there is no
sense of conversion in
Brahmanism
Subodh Chandra
Early history of the
Traces the History of the first
Das
establishment of
Printing press established in
Printing Press in North 1870 at Darjeeling
Bengal
weekly paper Darjeeling News
Gautam Neogy
Niladri Chakraborty
Traces the history of Brahmo
and reforms in religion movement in the Northeast
and society in Khasia
and
Nilmohan Chakraborty
hills: 1889-1916
particularly in Shillong.
Chanda
A social picture of 19th Looks at the
Chakraborty
century Kutchbihar
education in 19th century
state in the background Kutchbihar
in the
of its education system of middle class
Hindu
middle class students in higher
schools

149-158

159-167

168-180

181-198

199-210

211-217

218-226

227-232

233-246

247-257

Soma
Mukhopadhyay
-

Nirmal kumar
Bandopadhyay

Aloke Maitra

Bengali women in
education in
background of 19th
century Renaissance

Bengali Drama of 19th
century and Lower
class Culture: A brief
framework
Pottery and artisans of
Havelishahar Pargana

Amalsankar
Bandopadhyay

Last stage of Brahmo
Reform Efforts in the
decade of the Eightees

Soumitra Srimani

Unofficial Efforts of
other
zation of
Calcutta in late 18th
century
“Sepoy Muting “ in
the lyes of a Bengali
Pilgrim

Nikhilesh Sengupta

Smritikumar Sarkar

Ishita
Chattopadhyay

HowrahRamkrishnapur: Rice
market of 19th century
Calcutta
History of Postal
Stationary in
independent India
(1947-1989)
Life and social
thoughts of
Radhakamal
Mukhopadhyay in the
light of hundred years
Brahmabandhav-a
Saint?

Kanailal
Chattopadhyay

Partition in Bengal&
Sanjibani

Prabir Kumar Laha

Asruranjan Panda

Finds the influence of
women’s
in England
has an influence in the males
of Bengal,
began to
educate their winds and
discusses the role of several
women of Bengal
Discusses the upper and lower
class drama in India in the 19th
century

258-266

Looks at the artisanal
production including terracotta
building in medieval period
Looks at the Hindu
in
the 1880’s and the
of
some
leading to the
decline of the movement
Traces the efforts of other
Englishmen for
Calcutta’s infrastructure after
1757
Looks at the Diary of Jadunath
Sarbadhikary of Hughli
district who was on a
pilgrimage in northern India
during 1757 May-June. Now
published in Bengali as Tirtha
Bhraman
Traces the export of rice from
Calcutta despitethe population
increase

275-185

Traces the History of Post
card & Inland Letter, Air
Mail, Registered Letter

329-337

Looks at his writings of
contradictory situation in the
Western World and the need
for an integrated
outlook
Traces the transformation of
Bhabanicharan Bandopadhyay
to Brahmabandhu Upadhya in
the background of his
struggle for freedom in early
20th century
Since the publication of
weekly Sanjibani in 1883, it
has influnced Bengal politics

338-354

267-274

286-298

299-309

310-319

320-328

355-368

369-372

Bishan Kumar
Gupta

Revolutionary
Movement in
Murshidabad District:
1903-1938

Kuntal
Mukhopadhyay

Armed National
Revolutionary
Movement and
Revolutionary
Kshudiram

Shila Basu

Bethuns School &
College in the hight of
official Documents
(1908-1914)

Amal Das

Characteristic features
of labour movement in
land low Jute Mill of
Howrah

Nirban Basu

Labour movement in
pre-independent
Bengal from
contemporary journals

Manju
Chattopadhyay

Revolutionary Bina
Das-a different
character

Bimal Kumar Shit

Deshapran Sasmal and
the boycott movement
of
Board of

Banibrata Tripathi

Applicance of defence
of India Act two
district subdivisions
Kollol Banerjee
August 1942 and fiery
Calcutta
Ratna
Hindu mahasabha &
Chakraborti(Bagchi) Communalism

particularly
early 20 th
century under the leadership
of Krishna kamal Mitra
Traces the activities of
“Yugantar” ,”Anushilan”
“Bengal Volunters” of Subhas
Chandra Bose and the Rovolt
group and the discussion of
the movement if three stages
Traces the activities of
Revolutionaries who come
generally from English
educated middle class armed
with
,priests etc & the
activities of Kshudiram Basu
in this movement
Discusses women’s education
in Bengal and the
role of
Bethune School & College
based on statically tables
based on Report on Public
Instruction in Bengal and
other government files
Traces the labour movement
in land low Jute mill located at
Chengail in Howrah district
since 1928 in view of the
rationalization scheme of the
company
Although there were
differences of opinions on
political issues in these
journals, they were
on the
labour question since the end
of the 19th century
Traces he activities of the
College student Bina Das
since 1928 joining labour
Union since 1940
Analyses that on the surface it
was a movement against the
of higher tax,
its
in
the caste complex
Narrates the problems of
application of the Act of 1935
Narrates the different
movements in Calcutta
Looks at the activities of the
Hindu Mahasabha as well as
communal ideology in the

373-382

383-388

389-396

397-410

411-419

420-429

430-439

440-447

448-455
456-469

light of demands of Muslim
league and the demand for
Pakistan
Tapas Roy

Bratati Hore

Bapi De

Anada Gopal Ghosh

Amitabha Chandra

Animesh
Chakraborty

Ranjit Sen

Kunal
Chattopadhyay

Repercussion (1946) at
Calcutta on the Naval
Revolt
21st January
1947:Asurvey of the
celebration of victman
day by the students of
Bengal
Refugee problem at
Calcutta (1947-54)

Describes the revolt in the
ships then Hughli & in
Calcutta
Describes the different
nation

Describes the problems and
difficulties faced by the
refugees from East Bengal at
Calcutta
Historical Background Traces the demand for
of Uttarkhand
Uttarkhand
1968 by a
Movement
portion of scheduled caste-the
Rajbanshis taking the
of
movement of Jharkhand
Second Stage of
Discusses the merger of
theCommunist
different small leftist groups in
Movement in Bengal
the Communists party and
(1935-1939)
looks at the political activity
of the communist party in this
stage
Battle of Adowa
Describes the battle of Adowa
(Ethiopia) on 1st March 1896
between Italy & Ethiopia &the
battle of Italy
Second world war and Traces the European
Hitler Thesis: A
historiography of the
of
Survey
second world war and thesis
of Hitler
Trotski,Priyahojhenska Traces the differences within
and the establishment
the leftist camp in USSR
of socialism
among Troski ,Stalin and
others

475-481

482-492

492-502

503-515

516-530

531-546

547-553

554-562

